Factors associated with time to first birth after marriage: A systematic review
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Abstract
Time to first birth after marriage is a particularly interesting subject, because it unveils both the social behaviors and fertility patterns. Though, for a woman, who marries at an early age and gets sooner childbirth can be the health threat for both mother and child. The objective of this study is to systematically investigate significant predictors associated with time to first birth after marriage. Following the PRISMA guidelines; three databases Scopus, PubMed and EMBASE were used to capture relevant articles. A total of 21 articles with the thorough assessment of 326 articles published in English up to 10 January 2024 were included in the final review. Thirty-nine significant predictors associated with time to first birth after marriage have been explored. Predictors, such as age at marriage, education, residence, contraceptive, religion, wealth index were observed as some of the major significant predictors. The findings indicate to take care of those factors in order to deal with time to first birth after marriage. Understanding the impact of influential factors can be considered as important reference to formulate appropriate policy to intervene effective program as well as to plan such studies based on primary data with special reference to a certain country or region.
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1 Introduction

Time to first childbirth after marriage depends on several factors. The term time to first birth after marriage, first birth interval, first childbirth after marriage are synonymously used in this paper. It varies in place to place, country to country and region to region. Age at first marriage, age at first childbirth and first birth interval (FBI) after marriage are some of the major determinants of fertility measures, influenced by a number of different co-factors of demographic, socio-economic and cultural things [1]. The interval between marriage and first childbirth is a particularly interesting subject, for it unveils both the social behaviors as well as fertility patterns with regard to reproduction.
The first childbirth is important for each individual woman. It becomes the most notable event in her life. Additionally, the first childbearing of woman starts undertaking the roles of motherhood as well as added further family responsibilities. First childbirth gives woman an unseen power to establish her new roles in the family [2]. In the traditional society, a woman’s first pregnancy followed by the first childbirth constitutes an exciting moment for family and relatives, because first childbirth is an important indicator for woman to prove her ability to the continuation of future generation [3]. Moreover, the length of FBI after marriage is deeply connected to fertility patterns of women, population structure and its dynamics [4]. Shorter length of waiting time to the first birth of women who have got married before the age of 18 became a matter of public health with the increased risk of health care of mother and children [1,2],[5]. The shorter length of FBI is also connected to premature conception, unplanned pregnancies and high fertility, especially for the women, who marry at an early young age. Marriage in young age and then immediately getting first childbirth shown to have health hazards, unforeseen economic pressure, family burden and weak social presence [6]. Furthermore, it can also affect others birth patterns, as well as effects on fertility behavior and family size [7].

Women’s marriage at an early young age, immediate desires of children, engaged in new family responsibilities direct to their rest of future career and quality life. Such events are profoundly prevailed in the women of lower socioeconomic conditions. High education, empowerment and reproductive awareness may provide women with the power to cope with the situation against sooner childbearing and faster family growth [8]. Proper knowledge of contraceptive use, work roles and empowerment make a substantial impact on women to postpone the time of first childbirth at an early young age [9], however, it can be varied according to personal behavior. Women, who live in the orthodox society are directly or indirectly governed by their existing socio-cultural system. With the impact of cultural constraints, they get first marriage in young age, and sooner give first child after marriage [10]. The compliance of being a sooner parenthood in young age and other family duties disturb women for their career development, empowerment and social status [11]. Several mutually common factors, such as age at marriage, education, residence, contraceptive use [12–14], religion, wealth index, husband’s education, women’s employment status [5,15] were observed as the major determinants in playing a significant role for the time duration of getting first childbirth after marriage. On the other hand, a large number of particular single factors, which were not jointly common had been identified in many studies. These factors were also interesting and had observed as of its own significance to determine the first birth after marriage. Studies conducted in different places have reported different factors, where some factors are found to be common and some are not, varying from region to region, country to country and study to study.

Marriage at an early young age, sooner childbearing after marriage can lead women to school dropout, disturb their career development and stop other many activities that they need to accomplish in their life. As like other influential predictors (demographic, socioeconomic, cultural and geographical) for the timing of childbearing, women’s personal beliefs and behavior also play an important role in reproduction, childbearing and fertility pattern [16]. In this backdrop, the proposition of this study has aimed to accumulate, and summarizes the significant predictors in influencing the duration of first birth after marriage. Moreover, the finding of this systematic review is expected to help policy makers to formulate appropriate policy, academia and researchers for identifying new research in the field of nuptiality, and development agencies to develop effective programs utilizing the identified parameters. The finding of this study could also be useful for specific location or country or region to take care of influential factors connected with FBI, specifically where there is high prevalence of starting marriage at an early young age as well as sooner first childbearing after marriage.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Sources

This systematic review was accomplished using PRISMA standards [17]. The process of systematic review is presented in Fig.1. To select articles, a search in EMBASE, PubMed and Scopus were performed in December 2023 developing the following key search terms: [“factor*” OR “predictor*” OR “determinant*” OR “cause*”) AND (“time to first birth” OR “first birth interval” OR “first child birth” OR “waiting time to firth birth” OR “time interval to first birth” OR “time duration to first birth”) AND (“women” OR “female*”)]. The search conducted in EMBASE and Scopus were confined in title or abstract or keywords. But, the search conducted in PubMed was confined in title and abstract. In addition, an option of English language only was applied to the search filter of each database.

2.2 Eligibility criteria

Articles matching to the outcome variable (time to first birth after marriage) were included in this systematic review. The articles further limited to the
following eligibility condition: (1) articles used time to event data, (2) peer-reviewed articles, (3) articles provided the evidence of the relationship between significant factors and outcome variable, and (4) study population of women of reproductive age who have ever married or/and at least having one live birth after marriage. For this study, outcome variable was considered to incorporate topics mostly associated with demographic characteristics, socioeconomic parameters and cultural system, including (but not limited to) age at marriage, contraceptive use, education level, geographical variation, religion and economic condition. Articles based on qualitative discussions, articles measuring the outcome only based on simple summary statistics, and the outcomes based on bivariate and multivariate analysis, such as chi-square and other statistical analysis were excluded, as they generally examine either simply the associations with outcome variable or explaining the average effects of predictors on outcome variable without the reference value.

2.3 Study selection
The articles, initially captured from three databases EMBASE, PubMed and Scopus were managed in the Zotero [18]. Duplicate records identified in the sources were omitted at the first phase of data management. The unique records after removing the duplicate data were exported to Rayyan [19]. To select studies, author (IKS) first conducted a title review of all identified records and examined the abstract in Rayyan, and removed any of those were ineligible for the review. Next, author (SPK) independently reviewed abstracts from the remaining records after the work was done in Rayyan. In the second phase, the ineligible articles considered with the agreement of both authors were excluded. The final eligible included articles were thoroughly and independently assessed by both authors. Articles receiving a doubt were resolved with the agreement of both authors. At the same time, the discrepancies occurred in identifying and extracting the information were solved by the mutual understanding of both authors.

2.4 Data extraction
A standardized form was designed to extract the data related to the study characteristics including: study design, study population, model used in the study and findings of the studies. Both authors were independently involved in the data extraction process. Any discrepancies acquired between two authors while extracting the information were resolved through the subsequent review. The extracted data were accumulated, checked, summarized and then placed in table format. Table1 describes the components of the study including: ‘authors’, ‘title of the study’, ‘country’, ‘study design’, ‘sample/(source)’, ‘statistical method’ and ‘Significant factors with effect size’. Significant factors, as a predictor, associated with FBI after marriage were the findings measured by different statistical effect sizes (OR, HR, AHR, TR, Coeff., estimates based on Bayesian approach) CIs, p-value, etc.

2.5 Quality assessment
Quality assessment tool produced by AXIS [20] was used to assess the quality of all included articles. Quality of all articles were thoroughly reviewed focusing on objective, target study population, use of appropriate statistical models for analyses related to outcome variable, effect size, bias and non-response, consideration for confounders, study limitation and conflict of interest.

All 21(100%) articles included in this review clearly specified the study objectives, target population, and the methodology used. More than 57.1% articles included in this study strongly justified sample size likely to represent the target participants, since these articles used the data either of DHS survey or the national surveys which were conducted by the respective countries. Likewise, the findings and results presented in all 100% articles have clearly determined statistical significance and/or precision estimates, effect size using p-value and CIs. Of those, 80.1% articles were internally consistent to relate the results in the discussion and conclusion section. In regard to the issue of response bias, neither the articles raised the issues of non-response rate nor described its influences. However, articles based on cross-sectional data using nationally representative data or DHS often do not describe the information about non-response as they have used secondary data.

Study limitation and the potential bias were discussed in more than 52.4% of the included articles, dealing the issues of study area, selection of study methodologies and the measurements used. Nearly 48% articles clearly reported about the funding source and declared the absence of conflict of interest, but 52.4% articles did not disclose anything about funding. The deceleration of conflict of interest and ethical consideration were reasonably attained by all 21 (100%) papers. Most of the criteria set by AXIS has rationally fulfilled by the reviewed articles. The detail QA report of each article done in AXIS tool has maintained in separate Excel file.
3 Findings

The primary search done in EMBASE, PubMed and Scopus captured a total of 326 records (Fig. 1) from the sources. Of the initially captured records, 58 duplicates were eliminated. The remaining 268 records were retained for title and abstract review. While going through the title and abstract screening, a total of 216 records were excluded, and a total of 52 records were selected for full review. In the full article review only 21 were matched as per the study objective, which are included in this systematic review. The articles excluded for the final review were due to different reasons. Among the excluded articles, 9 were based on only summary statistics, 11 were based on bivariate or multivariate analysis using Chi-square and other statistical techniques but not dealt with reference values. Other 5 articles were theory based mathematical models, not discussed about outcomes and predictors, and 6 papers did not have access for its full text download because electronic versions of these papers were not available in the database. The excluded 25 papers were from different countries (Korea, France, United Stated, Nepal, Malaysia, Morocco, Massachusetts, Taiwan, Vietnam, Spain, Singapore, Congo, Canada).
References for Table 1 are [4, 5, 9–16, 20–31].
All twenty-one (100%) articles included in the study were based observational or cross-sectional study design, of them nine (43.9%) studies were based on primary data and remaining 57.1% studies were based on secondary data. The number of samples included in the study were ranged from 180 participants (primary data) to 186,771 (DHS data of nine countries of Sub-Saharan Africa) participants. Of the reviewed articles; seven (33.3%) articles were published in between 2020 to 2023, eleven (52.4%) articles were published in between 2011 to 2019, and three (14.3%) articles were published in between 1990 to 2000. Ten (47.6%) of the twenty-one studies included in the review were conducted in Africa (Ethiopia - 6, Nigeria – 2, Sub-Saharan Africa -1 and Swaziland - 1). Of the eleven remaining studies, five were from Iran, three were from India and one each from Britain (UK), China and Indonesia. Fig. 2 represents the number of studies conducted in the country. Fig.3 represents the proportion of studies conducted by World Health Organization (WHO) regional classification. According to WHO regional classification; ten (47.6%) studies were captured from Africa (Ethiopia, Nigeria, Sub-Saharan Africa and Swaziland), five (23.8%) form Eastern Mediterranean (Iran), four (19.0%) from South East Asia (India and Indonesia), and one (4.8%) each from Europe (Britain) and Western Pacific (China). According to World Bank country classifications by income level 2023; six (28.6%) studies were of low-income countries, twelve (57.1%) studies were of lower middle-income countries and one (4.8%) was of low-income & middle-income country representing by Sub-Saharan Africa. Remaining one study
was of upper middle-income country, and the another one was of high-income country.

This study has explored thirty-nine significant predictors connected with FBI after marriage, where measurements of these predictors were found to be varied across studies. A detailed description of the outcome measure and how the effect size is commonly measured has indicated in table 1. The effect size of outcomes in the studies also varied significantly from study to study and place to place. The significance of effect size measured in majority of the studies were obtained either by HR or AHR or $\beta$ – coefficient at 95% CIs or $p < 0.05$. Nineteen (90.5%) studies out of twenty-one explored two or more than two significant predictors connected with FBI after marriage. Fifteen (71.4%) studies indicated that female’s education is one of the major determinants, associated with time to first birth after marriage, while ten (47.6%) studies indicated the place of residence as a significant factor. Other two factors such as; age at first marriage and contraceptive use were explored in nine (42.9%) studies. Likewise, religion was identified in five (23.8%) studies, place of region and wealth index were identified in four (19.0%) studies, and age at first sex, marriage cohort and husband education were identified in three (14.3%) studies. Similarly, type of occupation, family income, employment status, contraceptive knowledge, spouse age difference and current age were identified in two (9.5%) studies. Other 23 remaining single factors were not mutually common to any of the studies.

Fig. 4 describes the number of factors explored in the reviewed articles.

**Figure 2: Articles captured from the countries.**

![Studies retained by country](image-url)
3.1 Statistical models used

All 21 studies incorporated in this systematic review had applied statistical model(s) considering the data as time to occur the event. The occurrence of first child birth has considered as 'event', and the time interval till the occurrence of first child birth has considered as 'time'. The time is consid-
considered censored for a female who did not have first child birth till the study period. The response variable is the time to first birth of females. There are different models available in statistical literature for handling the time to event data or the data related to survival analysis in order to identify the factors associated with the outcome and to quantify the effect of each independent variable on the response variable. Among these methods, Cox Proportional Hazard (CPH) or simply Cox regression [32] is the most popular model since it is considered as the robust technique. Out of these 21 studies, thirteen studies were found to be applied the Cox regression model, one study had applied Cox regression, logistic, and generalized gamma parametric model, two studies had used lognormal AFT model and other two studies had used Inverse Weibull gamma shared frailty model. Of the other remaining studies, one study used lognormal shared frailty model, another one study used Bayesian Weibull-gamma shared frailty model, and the other one applied logistic model (as shown in table 1).

Studies applying Cox regression reported regression coefficient (β) or HR (hazards ratio) which is the exponentiation of the regression coefficient ($e^\beta$) for each independent variable. The effect size of each independent variable used in the model along with 95% confidence interval was also reported. It is easier to interpret HR as compared to regression coefficient. The reference value of HR is 1; if the value of HR > 1, it indicates the increase in the risk of the occurrence of event due to the presence of certain predictor, and if HR < 1, it shows the decrease in the risk of the occurrence of event. For an instance, if HR = 3.36 for those females who have no education with respect to those who have higher education indicates that the hazards of first birth is 3.36 times more among females with no education in comparison to females having higher education [21]. Among those studies which had used Cox regression model, only 7 studies checked the proportionality of hazards assumption. Proportionality of hazards assumption is required to be met for the Cox PH model. None of these 14 studies had attempted for regression diagnostics tests.

In order to apply the statistical model(s), if one is able to capture the distribution of time until the event occurs then the parametric model may be applied. In this study, Aazbih et al. (2023) [4] had applied lognormal AFT model in order to quantify the effect of independent variables on time to first birth. AFT models can be used as an alternative to proportional hazards (PH) model if the constant proportionality assumption is violated [15]. Time Ratio (TR) with 95% confidence interval is generally reported in AFT models. It is also the exponentiation of regression coefficient of a predictor. The reference value of TR is also equal to 1 similar to HR. However, the interpretation of TR is a bit different than HR. If TR > 1, it signifies that the time to first birth is longer, and if TR < 1, it indicates that the time to first birth is a shorter. If TR = 0.86, for those women who had not empowered for the decision of household’s expenditure in comparison with those women who had empowered for the decision of household’s expenditure. This indicates that there is shorter first birth interval for those women who had not empowered to their counterparts [4]. Faruk, 2018 [15] applied Cox PH model, AFT models based on exponential distribution, Weibull distribution and lognormal distribution, and finally selected the lognormal AFT model having the minimum Akaike information criterion (AIC). Furthermore, this study had indicated that the PH assumption was also not met by this first birth interval in this dataset. In this study, only the regression coefficient with 95% confidence interval was reported but not reported TR. Both these studies; Aazbih et al., 2023 [4] and Faruk, 2018 [15] also did not attempt to perform regression diagnostics except the use of AIC criteria. Dewau et al. (2021) [5] had applied Inverse-Weibull gamma shared frailty regression model and reported HR for each independent predictor used in the model, which was associated with time to first birth. It was reported that the data were correlated to cluster level, and in order to capture this structure of the dataset, the shared frailty models were used. Enumeration areas or clusters were used as random effects predictors in the model. By exploring different shared frailty models such as lognormal gamma, lognormal inverse Gaussian, log-logistic gamma, log-logistic inverse Gaussian, inverse-Weibull gamma and inverse-Weibull inverse Gaussian, finally, the inverse-Weibull gamma shared frailty was considered as the best model for this data set. In order to select the best plausible model, different criteria such as log-likelihood, AIC, etc. were applied. Similarly, Negash & Asmamaw (2022) [27] had also recommended the inverse-Weibull gamma shared frailty model after exploring Gompertz gamma shared frailty along with this. In order to select the best model in this study too, the same criteria was used as used by Dewau et al. (2021) [5]. Both the studies have examined the PH assumption, and reported HR for each independent variable associated with time to first birth. Fentaw et al. (2022) [22] had explored different parametric shared frailty models including Cox PH model. Bayesian approach of standard Weibull and Weibull with gamma shared frailty model was also compared based on AIC, Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and Deviance Information Criteria (DIC), and recommended the Bayesian Weibull-gamma shared frailty model as the best model in this dataset. Median with 95% C.I. was reported for each predictor associated with
time to first birth. Tavares (2016) [31] had applied the log-logistic regression model for the time to first child birth as the error terms follow the logistic regression.

### 3.2 Thematic factors

All identified significant factors associated with FBI after marriage are further classified into the following six thematic group namely: 

**i) Socioeconomic factor 13 (33.3%)**: Education, household size, family income, per capita income, wealth index, ideal children, social status, husband’s education, husband’s employment, women empowerment, occupation type, employment status, insurance covered;  

**ii) Reproductive health factor 8 (20.5%)**: Menstrual status, pregnancy termination, ever fetal loss, survival status of index child, sexual debut, contraceptive use, contraceptive knowledge, intercourse and marriage;  

**iii) Demographic factor 6 (15.4%)**: Current age, age at first marriage, age at first sex, marriage cohort, spouse age difference, month of marriage;  

**iv) Cultural factor 5 (12.8%)**: Ethnicity, religion, kinship, type of marriage, divorce before 1st birth;  

**v) Community factor 4 (10.3%)**: Place of residence, place of region, partner’s race, media exposure; and  

**vi) Gender factor 3 (7.7%)**: Sex of household head, participation in decision, desired to have a son. Fig. 5 shows the distribution factors according to thematic classification.

### 3.3 Factors explored in the region

Studies captured from five different regions explored a total of thirty-nine significant factors found to be associated with time to first birth after marriage. Of them, twenty-one (53.8%) factors were explored in Africa, twelve (30.8%) factors in the Eastern Mediterranean, one (2.6%) factor in Europe and fourteen (35.9%) factors in South-East Asia. Table 2 has indicated the region wise presence of determinants associated with FBI after marriage.

### 3.4 Common factors explored in the regions

In the study ten factors were found to be mutually common for two or more than two regions. The factor “level of education” was common in five regions i.e. “South East Asia”, “Africa”, “Eastern Mediterranean”, “Europe” and “Western Pacific” regions. The factor “place of residence” was common in Africa, Western Pacific and Eastern Mediterranean regions. The factors “contraceptive used” and “wealth index” were common in “Africa”, “Eastern Mediterranean” and “South East Asia”. Likewise, the factor “age at first marriage” was common in Africa and Western Pacific regions. Three factors ‘husband education’, ‘contraceptive knowledge’ and ‘employment status’ were common in Africa and Western Pacific regions. Similarly, the factor ‘type of occupation is common in Africa and South East Asia, the factor ‘marriage cohort’ was common in African and Western Pacific regions. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of common factors associated with FBI after marriage.

![Figure 5: Thematic determinants associated with FBI after marriage.](image-url)
Table 1: Regional Factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Level of education, place of residence, place of region, contraceptive use, religion, age at first marriage, marriage cohort, age at first sex, employment status, husband wealth index, spouse age difference, intercourse and marriage, ethnicity, pregnancy termination, contraceptive knowledge, media exposure, sex of household head, sexual debut, household size, type of occupation.</td>
<td>21 (53.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Mediterranean</td>
<td>Level of education, place of residence, contraceptive use, husband education level, family income, husband's employment, type of marriage, insurance covered, desired to have a son, kinship, partner's race, menstrual status.</td>
<td>12 (30.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Level of education.</td>
<td>1 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-East Asia</td>
<td>Level of education, age at first marriage, contraceptive use, employment status, husband education level, wealth index, contraceptive knowledge, current age, decision participation, per capita income, social status, type of occupation, ever fetal loss, survival status of index child.</td>
<td>14 (35.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Pacific</td>
<td>Level of education, place of residence, age at first marriage, marriage cohort, month of marriage.</td>
<td>5 (12.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Common factors associated with FBI after marriage by region.

3.5 Uncommon factors

Of the total thirty-nine identified factors, twenty-three (58.97%) factors such as; divorce before first birth, ideal children, women empowerment, husband’s employment, intercourse and marriage, ethnicity, pregnancy termination, media exposure, sex
findings of this systematic review indicates that FBI after marriage is related to a number of predictors, including demographic, reproductive health, socioeconomic, cultural, gender and community. Additionally, time to first birth after marriage appears to be related to certain personal behavior such as age at first sex, sexual debut, intercourse and marriage, and contraceptive use, but its relationship with other risk factors, such as pregnancy termination, ever fetal loss, menstrual status, divorce before first birth, survival status of index child, are less clear. Evidence suggests a link between time to first birth after marriage with some major factors, such as “education”, “place of residence”, “age at first marriage”, “contraceptive used” [4,27], “contraceptive knowledge”, “wealth index”, “husband’s education”, “women employment status”, “marriage cohort” and “type of marriage” [9,12,15], but few studies have been also explored the link to other factors dealing with personal behavioral and family characteristics.

More than seventy-one percent of studies included in this study unveiled that females with low education were exhibited negligence behavior to take part in marriage and first childbirth. Women with no formal education get married at an early age and immediately attempt to get first childbirth sooner than those with primary, and secondary or higher-level education [16]. Likewise, females lived in rural areas were observed high chance of early childbirth at an early age than females in the urban areas [24]. The association between age at first marriage and FBI after marriage is inverse [29], i.e. the likelihood of a woman who is married at an early young age has higher chance to bring first childbirth sooner. A study conducted in China [14] revealed that young couples residing in rural area lack a motive to delay first childbirth. Most of women staying in rural area do not need to do work away from home. Their cost of raising a child is less as compared to urban couples. Otherwise, desire to delay parenthood of couples might attempt in stopping the first delivery of their first pregnancy by induced abortion. In addition, most of the studies conducted in Iran [29-31] highlighted that employed women had children later as compared to unemployed women. But the disagreement between childbirth and involving in economic activity occur due to the conflict of work barriers and opportunity costs of childbirth. Women’s engagement in economic activities can be anticipated to lead into the prolong length in delay first childbirth and reduce in the number of children, and the delayed first childbirth can be beneficial for the countries where the fertility rate is high.

Likewise, women who had used contraceptives after marriage can manage a long-time gap to get first childbirth than the nonusers, which help women in preventing early and unplanned pregnancy [5,7,21]. FBI after marriage also linked to age at marriage of women. The study conducted in Ethiopia, Nigeria, Swaziland and Iran explored that women who married below the age of 18 years had their first childbirth sooner than women who married above the age of 18 years [25]. A study conducted in Britain (UK) has conceptualized the variation of FBI after marriage based on five personality qualities. These five qualities were differentiated by “extraversion”, “agreeableness”, “conscientiousness”, “neuroticism” and “openness” [31]. The study concluded that high “agreeableness”, “extraversion” and “neuroticism” expedite first birth, but too openness is correlated with delaying first birth. Of these five personality qualities, openness showed strongest association with FBI after marriage, and it was also identified as the most influential factor in terms of reproductive behavior [33]. The factor "openness" is a person’s individual characteristic developed by the synthesis of education, culture, family environment and the opportunities to take part in different activities. Poverty, lack of access to education, lower employment participation rate, disparities between urban and rural service facilities, geographical variation, sexual debut in early young age, early pregnancy, lack of contraceptive knowledge, lower contraceptive prevalence rate, poorer healthcare access and lower level of self-efficacy [34] are some of the increased distress in regard to the issues of marriage and first child birth. Hence, understanding the reasons of these differences are essential to generate recommendations, whether it is education literacy or health literacy or women empowerment or some other factor, to participate women in decision making, provide better education and access to employment. Addressing these help women to prevent from unpredicted health hazards, career constrains and livelihood challenges happening due to early age at marriage and early pregnancy after marriage. Advanced time to event analysis techniques such as Cox PH model, different parametric AFT models including shared frailty models were found to be attempted keeping in view to capture the original structure of the dataset of time to first birth, and
to quantify the effect of independent predictor on time to first child birth. The effect sizes were reported mostly in terms of HR and TR in such a way that the interpretations are easier in comparison to regression coefficient. However, the residuals analysis of the developed models were not found attempted rigorously except using AIC, BIC and DIC for choosing the most plausible model.

This systematic review suggests that first birth after marriage plays an important role in women’s physical, psychological and reproductive health across a number of different contexts, including fertility, contraception, maternal-child health care, social status, women empowerment and sexual health. The findings of this study related to influential factors associated with FBI may be a useful reference for certain countries or regions to plan new studies based on primary data.

4.1 Limitation

This systematic review is not free from limitations, since the findings were focused on time-to-event data. Publication bias is another limitation of this review study. We did not include gray literatures and other articles published in other databases rather than EMBASE, PubMed and Scopus. For example, the search in Web of Science did not perform because of access limitation. On the other hand, we only assessed articles originally published in the English language, hence other eligible articles published in other languages may have ignored. The studies based on medical concerns dealing on clinical parameters; such as anxiety disorders, depression, psychiatry, and other medical issues based on treatments were also excluded.

5 Conclusion

Evidence shows that being an educated woman in the low-income economy is an influential determinant of getting first child in an adequate time gap. But, being a rural resident is another influential determinant of getting first child in a short gap after marriage, even if, married in an early young age. On the other hand, understanding of contraceptive knowledge and its proper use should be more announced by health services for the young couples to mitigate their reproductive health hazards and unplanned pregnancy, and to manage their birth-spacing and fertility. However, the study explored thirty-nine significant factors, more than ten pronounced predictors are found to be common in five different regions that influence to the time interval of first birth after marriage. Some other large number of particular single factors identified in the articles, but not mutually common to the regions are also important with its own significance in relation to first birth after marriage.

The study findings can be helpful to the government and policy makers to develop appropriate policies and programs in taking care of the factors associated with shorter FBI of female, those married at an early young age. It also helpful to intervene programs effectively to make aware of about marriage at an early age, shorter first-birth spacing after marriage and its negative consequences. All of these efforts can help to mitigate challenges of health hazards occurring due to unplanned child-bearing and thus manage fertility rate.
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